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Note from the Editors
We hope you’ve had a chance to read our “Ampersand 8” with poet Alicia
Ostriker, who contributes work to this issue, including poems published for
the first time on these pages. Ostriker’s latest book, Waiting for the Light,
inspired our issue theme of “the everyday.” Emerging writer Poppy McLean
brought uncommon imagination to the theme with the invention of “En,”
the central character in her short piece of fiction, and the dazzling paintings
of Anne Connell bring together narrative fragments in exquisite, luxurious—
and Renaissance—detail.
Remember pen-pals? You might go looking for one after reading Pen
to Paper in our Cultural Commentary section.
Our next Ampersand interview will appear in May 2018. We will be
hearing from Jessie Chaffee whose debut novel Florence in Ecstasy was
published last year by The Unnamed Press.
Please visit thesighpress.com for our next issue theme and deadline
and our Facebook page where we post at least three times a week.
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ARS POETICA: BREATHE IN, BREATHE OUT
FOR MY STUDENTS

ALICIA OSTRIKER

What you fear to say
turns to poison in your body
it will kill you
one way or another
so breathe in reality
breathe out truth
if you can—if you can
manage to find words
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PERSISTING

Now I can say
reading the old poems
yes, this is myself
I taught myself to write

But to crave and not to crave
an artist’s immortality
to be and not to be
who will teach me that
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A PRISONER

The chickadee inside my
chest, next to my heart,
imprisoned, but chirping

and I, mostly not listening—
chickadee, forgive me.
Please don’t stop.

THE SECRET DOUBLE
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THE QUESTION OF FORM

Builders having a lunch break
Fifth of May
sitting outside in the sun
not thinking about
the question of form

building goes up from
hole in ground big crane
steel girders, poured concrete,
elevator shafts, sheer glass walls, yah
finish your sandwich
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THE LAPTOP ALSO IS DYING

Born in the last decade of the last,
I mean previous, century,

It took me awhile to recognize
That she was ready to die.

First she became unable to remember where
things were, then every gesture and motion slowed

And sometimes halted and had to be restarted
while a strange rainbow wheel endlessly whirled on the screen

like something ecstatic bursting out of Ezekiel
that might be wordless laughter or a scream.

The long interval between my thought and her response
Inevitably disturbed me. I understood

It was a message
about life, about the world
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and about how everything winds down
and we cannot help grieving,
but what a couple, what a pair we were,
brimming with energy back then we flew

intermingled and interchanged our ghosts
our ancestors like shadows while we flew
and she was also a he or no gender at all, like a cloud, like dust,
back then, back then when I had something to say.

[Alternate last couplet:]
and she was also a he or no gender at all, like a cloud, like day
itself, back then, when I thought I had something to say.
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!
EVERYDAY

POPPY MCLEAN

En was not in the habit of counting. Numbers, analyses, classification –
none of these really had a place in his make-up. This isn’t to say he wasn’t
acutely aware that, for example, each of the twolegs for whom he was
responsible took and surrendered breath on average twenty-three thousand
and forty times every circling of the sun. He just knew how that felt, rather
than how it looked.
This is because En was an Ankhou. More specifically, the Ankhou
born with and for a small town in northern Tuscany. Essentially, he was a
watchman. Nobody knows quite what it is that the Ankhou are watching
for, and frankly they are unlikely ever to ask, but there remains a general
confidence that they will know when they see it.
The essence of the Ankhou is rhythm. So it is natural that En met
every day with the same order. He would begin in the central
marketplace, at sunrise, because the city was a natural composer, and as
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such insisted on beginning from silence. He would then drift, dancingly,
between the predictable piles of leftover wrappers and polystyrene cups
which punctuated the cobbled ground, often still shining from the rain the
night before, and feel at home. Next, he would allow warm awakenings in
the surrounding streets to soften the edges of his consciousness, thawed
here and there by the woozy aches and wishes of a hundred morning souls
like butter melting in a pan.
Some artery of experience in his invisible heart was left aglow by
each individual’s familiar behaviour. A grizzled old twoleg known in some
circles as Antonio, condemned to embark on sunrise garbage duty with the
help of his age-sludged van-ette, scratched his nether regions and blearily
took in his surroundings, encountering once again without comment the
question of whether Maria would really have been happy here. Two
homes along, a muffled torchlight winked early in the room of the eldest
Marino child, who wanted time to spend with his books before his parents
woke up, and he had to configure an answer about why he preferred to
spend so much time with his head in the ravings of some long-dead
prophet rather than with his own family. Giorgio Pazzini, the town’s
beloved whiskery watchsmith, carefully warmed up a coffee to wake his
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golden-haired wife, never quite wanting to consider why he invariably
spat in it before bringing it in to her.
The remainder of En’s day passed much the same: the city had
called him into being, and now it trailed him lightly around — each
knowing doorway, each thickly pulsing heart, every trembling sparrow
gently begging with its very presence, “See me. Just see me.” It was En’s to
accept the invitation. And this never more so than in the times when he
drifted beside those dying alone, in hospitals, bedsits and, when he felt a
most uneasy wrongness in the balance of the town, on dark street corners
and in basements sticky with the sudden blood of youth.
And yet, as one current of breath stuttered, somewhere else in the
town another would strengthen, as a pairing of twolegs called softly as one
in the night, or a pub group roared out their fermented delight in the
afternoon, or a freshly made twolegs guttered and spluttered its first salty
wails in the morning. En might have called this his favourite awakening, if
it had been his way. But as it was he only listened, washed to and fro by
the tides of teaching, crafting, begging, speaking, singing, sexing,
heartbreaking and heartbroken twolegs as the sun warmed the earth and
the earth grew the roots and the roots grew the leaves, and the rain fell,
and the earthworms plotted beneath the weary soil.
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`
PEN TO PAPER
MUNDY WALSH

THE TOKEN

I used to have a pen-pal when I was in secondary school, some 20 years
ago. She lived in Wales and we wrote without ever meeting.
There were pen-pal companies that set you up with a penpal overseas. And there were ways to write to people through magazines
and schools. The written word—written word—was encouraged as a
means to make friends. Of course, there wasn’t Internet then.
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Penmanship was important, when writing a letter, you had to slow
down to make your writing legible (or at least I did), which meant your
thoughts were deliberated over, weighed, more concise, so as to avoid an
ugly correction. With the touch of paper beneath your pen, thoughts
became more personal; the scratch of a nib on paper made it seem that
you were really writing to and for one person and one person alone—not
the many potential eyes of the World Wide Web—and so, despite the
deliberation, there was less self-censorship of ideas and thoughts.
Throw away comments, ill-thought-out diatribes, and messages
written in anger, are all too easy in emails and in many of the newer forms
of communication. And ironically, even though they are instantaneous,
they lack immediacy. It feels as if there is so much cyberspace between
you and the other person that the words become sterile and lose the
sincerity of the emotions that they are trying to express—or worse, take on
another meaning altogether, misunderstood, and often regretted.
Perhaps it is all this new technology, new ways of communicating,
that makes me want to go back to a time when there were fewer modes
and more actual communication.
A pen, a pad (what’s nicer than new stationery?), an envelope, and
a stamp. Hand written words. The excitement of opening a thick
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envelope. I found some crisp blue writing paper in a drawer the other day
and decided to take up the habit again. Write a letter to someone in
Ireland and then wait, be patient (Posta Italiane certainly won’t help speed
things up). Haven't told my friend my plan yet, it will be a surprise. Will
she be my pen-pal? I hope so.
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?
What are those everyday moments imbued with the remarkable?

THE SEA AGAIN
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Contributors
Bios & TSP Question

TO OUR CONTRIBUTORS: Tell The Sigh Press when the ordinary gave way to
the extraordinary.

*
ANNE CONNELL

☛ Fundamentally and formally a collagist—usually in only the figurative
sense, but sometimes the literal one.
☛ Believes fervently that beauty and mastery transcend glibness and
trends.
☛ Is represented by Stephen Ongpin Fine Art, London.
☛ Has yet to be collected by a museum of any kind; lives in diminishing
hope.
☛ Spent thirteen months in Rome around the fine del secolo; some years
later, ten months in Florence (on a Fulbright).
☛ Lives/works in Portland, Oregon, with a dog called Stella.
☛ Drives a ’96 Saab she hopes she will go forever.
☛ Has a thing for manicules.
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HTTP://WWW.ANNECONNELL.COM/ANNECONNELL/ANNE_CONNELL.HTML
HTTPS://TWITTER.COM/SCRUTATRIX

THE TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE on August 21, 2017. I’d looked forward to it for a
decade. It did not disappoint.

,

and

—

ALICIA SUSKIN OSTRIKER is the author of numerous poetry collections; she
received the William Carlos Williams Award for The Imaginary Lover
(1986), the Paterson Award and the San Francisco State Poetry Center Award
for The Crack in Everything (1996), the Jewish National Book Award for The
Book of Seventy (2009), and she was twice a finalist for the National Book
Award. Her most recent collection is Waiting for the Light (2017). She has
received fellowships and awards from, among others, the NEA, the
Guggenheim and Rockefeller foundations, and the Poetry Society of
America. Also a critical writer, Ostriker is Professor Emerita of English at
Rutgers University.

HTTP://WWW.RCI.RUTGERS.EDU/~OSTRIKER/HOME.HTM
HTTPS://WWW.POETRYFOUNDATION.ORG/POETS/ALICIA-OSTRIKER

IN MY LIFE, this occurred when I first gazed on Van Gogh’s “Starry Night.”
When I encountered the stained glass windows of St. Chapelle in Paris,
Michelangelo’s “David” in Florence, the Taj Mahal in Agra. When I first
heard Mozart’s C Minor Mass. When my children were born.
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POPPY MCLEAN was born in Edinburgh, studied in Cambridge and now
waitresses in Florence. Writing continues to follow her everywhere.

I REMEMBER ONE WINTER driving down an icy road with my mother in the
north of Scotland, when suddenly the car’s wheels locked and it shot off the
road, crashing over onto its side on the turf. No-one was hurt, but I can still
feel the paralysed silence as we hung from our seat-belts in the dark, my
earphones dangling somewhere below me still naively scratching out
Eminem.

`
MUNDY WALSH is an Irish writer, editor and arts administrator living in
Florence. She is Director of Florence Writers (part of St Mark’s Cultural
Association) and co-editor of The Sigh Press. She has just finished her first
book and has recently started an interview series on creativity. She’ll
be talking to artists in all fields to discover the common aspects of creativity
and what, if anything, is different in each form.

WWW.MUNDYEWALSH.COM

OVER CHRISTMAS I started writing again. It had been a long time since I’d
been able to string words together and every time I tried, nothing clicked,
nothing felt right; certainly nothing felt extraordinary. That was until Dad
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produced a 1000-piece jigsaw. After much derision on my part, I started to
play, and maybe it was fitting the pieces together; assembling the border
first (because apparently that is the best way to start); looking for similar
coloured pieces; or simply the joy of a patch completed. Whatever it was,
with each piece that fit, a picture began to form.

ISSUE 17 • SUMMER 2018 will be published in June
Visit thesighpress.com for details
© 2018 THE SIGH PRESS
None of the work published by The Sigh Press may be copied
for purposes other than reviews without the author and artist’s written permission.
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